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Welcome to your Premium Wealth Forecast for April, 2019. This is
another very exciting month due to a second Libra Full Moon. We have
two this year, which is extremely rare and we also have a very powerful
number, the number 16 activated.
Let's start with the Universal month number of 16 for April, 2019. We're
of course in a 12 universal year in 2019, so that number 12 is important
and the number 3 is important. And in March we had a beautiful
harmonizing of the number 3 with a number 6 because march is a 15
universal month, which reduces to 6.
Now what's happening in April is a very different scenario.
We're going to have the number 12 and3 merged with the number 16
and 7. These numbers 3 and 7 are very, very different. They have some
things in common though, which I'll go into, especially since the
number 12 is involved.
So let's look first of all at the number 16 for April., April, 2019 adds up
to 16 so it's a 16 universal year and 16 reduces to 7. Number 16 is an
exciting life-changing shift number. It brings tremendous unexpected
events and sudden and unforeseen situations, experiences.
Basically what's happening is the number 16 likes to overthrow old
ideas and habits that are no longer helping you get to the high
vibrational state. And so sometimes this can happen in a really
unpredictable way because, as we know, We're creatures of habit and
we tend to like things to stay the way they are.
So the universe has a way of throwing something unexpected our way
in order to shift energy. That energy creates an opening. And whether
we like it or not in terms of the situation we're dealing with - we have to
step through the opening, right?
We have no choice.
So the number 16 is one of those shift / creation numbers.
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Now it is about awakening. So if you are already open to the universe,
bringing the most positive energy your way - you trust in that process then you will have tremendous opportunities for awakening in April.
And that means that , let's say something unexpected happens or you
have to make a decision that takes you in a new direction, it actually will
be a really wonderful experience for you because intuitively you're
connected to Source.
So you already understand, you're already listening to the ebb and flow
of how your life is moving in an unconscious and conscious way. You
are receiving illuminating insights into your life already, right? So you
are naturally able to adapt when a change happens.
Now 16 is extremely intuitive and it is one of those numbers that, if it's
associated with any event or at birth code, it shows that your intuition
and ability to receive inspiration and psychic downloads is extremely
strong. So you definitely want to in April listen a lot more closely
because your creativity and your talents will really be heightened under
this vibration as you tune in.
And so if you do that, you can actually begin a project in April that can
bring a lot of good fortune your way because 16 represents reaching
the pinnacle. And the shift, meaning a change in your position at the
top, only happens when you're not connected in that way, when you're
not in the flow. So instead of feeling like a shift is impacting you
negatively, you will actually - when you're aligned - receive sudden
opportunities.
So that suddenness, that unexpected experience will actually be a
sudden opportunity and that can arise during any 16 cycle. So the
potential for shifting in a way that is very positive and brings prosperity
and success is actually really good. As long as you're aligned with
Source and listening to your inner voice, that's imperative in any 16 or
seven cycle.
Now the number 7, when you draw it on a piece of paper, it's one of the
root numbers (1 through 9 are the root numbers). When you draw the
number 7 on a piece of paper, you see the top is a horizontal line
representing heaven. And then the diagonal line coming down is like a
lightning strike.
So 7 brings inspiration down from Source -that's what the visual is of
this number.
7 wants you to take time out. 7 wants you to be in a place of rest.
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So 7 is the sabbatical number. And the reason is is when you're in a
place of peace and rest is when you receive the ability to hear what's
coming through Spirit and have your mind connect to Spirit. When
we're in a 7 month or 7 year, even 7 day, it means - get away from the
hustle and bustle if you can at some point during this month so that you
can contemplate spiritual contemplation, attending to your Soul,
nurturing your Soul.
7 is not a very social number. It is open to unusual experiences. So you
can have experiences with others that are out of the box and talking
about the unseen or psychology, spirituality, galactic themes, astrology,
numerology. But you want to also be aware that there may be some
people who cannot connect with you on that level.
It's almost like a retreat kind of mindset.
So as your inner voice makes itself heard, you may say things or cover
topics that not everyone is aligned with, right? So just be aware of that.
Also, be careful - during any 7 cycle, we sometimes tend to worry or
over-analyze, and so we want to stay away from that and not get too
caught up in our mind.
Now as I mentioned, the 7 is very much about being more on your own.
And so that is the paradox now because the year we're in - the 12
universal year - reduces to 3. And 3 is a very social number.3 is the most
social number in addition to the number 5. So it likes to blend and share
and express to others.
So there's going to be a balance in April between the two because the
whole year we are actually in that state of being more creative and
expressing ourselves and expressing our ideas, becoming the creator
we truly are.
And of course the number 12 is also about learning. It's the student
number. We all are eternal students. Everyone is constantly learning
whether they understand that or not, it is important to know. We never
know everything - far from it. So 12 is a reminder of that.
And that number 12 aligns in a more similar way to the 16, because 16
is about intuitive downloads and 12 of course - any education, any
learning involves using your intuition.
When you're in a higher vibrational state, you don't just study books
and get information. You actually process intuitively and take what
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makes sense and discard what does not and you assimilate much,
much more deeply because your intuition is engaged. So on that level,
the 12 and 16 - the universal year of 12 and April being a 16 - that
blends really in a more synchronistic way.
So let's move now to the two lunations in April.

New Moon in Aries
April 5, 2019 at 9:50 am UT (London)
April 5, 2019 at 4:50 am EST (New York)
April 5, 2019 at 1:50 am PST
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We have of course, the second Libra Full Moon that happens on
April 19th. (The first Libra full moon happened in March on the 20th
and 21st.) And it's very rare have two full moons consecutively in
one sign. But we do have it this year! So we'll get into that in a
moment.
First we have the Aries New Moon on Friday, April 5th this is at
9:50 AM universal time, which means it's 4:50 AM eastern in New
York and 1:50 AM West coast L.A. time.
So here we go. This is a beautiful new moon! It's again at 15
degrees. We've had so many... this is the fifth in a row at 15° - so
rare. (In March we finished the full moons at 0 degrees. We had
five in a row there too. So that Libra full moon in March was the
final of five at 0°).
And now we have the final of five new moons at 15° and it
happens to be an Aries new moon, which is the first sign.
So there are a lot of themes coming together here indicating new
beginnings and just understanding that, Aries is a fire sign and
Aries represents going for it, not being held back energetically.
Understanding that we are independent, we are strong, we carry
an original energetic DNA imprint, Soul DNA imprint that is
completely our own.
And so we're navigating through life in a self directed way and we
need to own that and not be beholden to the outside influences.
Now it's very interesting, Aries is very much about "me" and what
I'm here to do. And then Libra - the sign opposite Aries, is about
being able to blend in and relate and harmonize with others,
especially in our intimate relationships.
So this Aries new moon early in April, is all about moving forward?
And by now Mercury retrograde is over, right? So it will feel much
more like that forward momentum is strong and we won't feel in
such a reflective mode.
So as we move forward, we realize, okay...15 degrees, what does
that mean? Well, it's the final final time that the Spiritual Alchemist,
that number of magic and uplifting others through love and
through joy and abundance -- this is the final time this number is
present in this five-time alignment.
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So it really indicates a tremendous surge towards creating magic
in your life in a NEW way because we're an Aries now.
Now, the other thing I need to mention is, for both of these
lunations in April, Pluto and Saturn are merged very close together.
It's the closest they'll come until later in the year because they're
going to start drifting apart after April (since they're going to go
retrograde).
And so this is a very intense time because it is starting to really
show us what we need to focus on as we move into that major
event in early January, 2020 -which is when Pluto and Saturn, the
Sun and Mercury form a quadruple conjunction (stellium) in
Capricorn while Jupiter will have ALSO entered Capricorn!
So this is five planets in that sign for an event that is really, really
huge. It will leave a huge impact and is already building and
leaving a huge impact on human history.
So these two planets, Pluto and Saturn, the slow moving ones, are
very close together during these two lunations in April. This means
we're going to really feel attention being placed on our Divine
mission. And so we want to really understand that, since this is a
new moon in Aries, what we experience now regarding our career,
our divine mission is taking us in a new direction and we just need
to own it and embrace it.
Use that Aries energy of confidence and inner fire to move ahead,
even if we're not sure about how this is going to pan out - we
never know the end result - but in this case it's going to be really
taking you to a level of leadership. Pluto is the leader, it is the
transformational energy that results in tremendous empowerment.
And Saturn is the planet which governs Capricorn, associated with
career, with the 10th house of astrology. So there's a lot going on
here regarding that part of your life.

Full Moon in Libra (second of TWO this year)
April 19, 2019 at 12:12 pm UT (London)
April 19, 2019 at 7:12 am EST (New York)
April 19, 2019 at 4:12 am PST (Los Angeles)
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So then let's move to the second lunation, which is a Libra Full Moon.
This is where the Uranian theme is taken to another level because the
moon is exactly "qunicunx" or inconjunct or 150 degrees from Uranus.
Uranus is at 0 degrees Taurus still (very slow moving) and the moon, it's
0 degrees in Libra. How amazing.
So let's move to the second lunation, which is the Libra Full Moon, the
second of two happening at 29° Libra, which is the final degree. The first
Libra Full Moon on March 20th 21st was at 0° Libra. And that's how we
can have two - the first degree 0° and the final degree 29°.
The 29th degree is called a "critical degree" and the 0 degree in Aries
and Libra is called an "Aries point".
These are indications of - the universe is not leaving any stone unturned
when it comes to a brand new understanding in your life about how your
life is moving and what your belief system is, what your values are, what
you thought to be true is being uncovered as possibly not being the full
story. That kind of thing...
It's just one of those moments in your life and everybody's life. We're all
in this together. We're going to see things like we never did before and
we're going to experience life on a level we've never experienced before.
We're going to leave behind as a result many things that we thought
were going to be how we represented ourselves, what we identified with.
We're going to leave those behind.
So there's going to be a pristine sense of change. And what makes it
even more focused on this tremendous shift energy and breakthrough
energy is that Uranus is conjunct the Sun and opposite the Moon!
Uranus at 2° Taurus is right next to the Sun at 29° degrees Aries and
directly opposite the Moon at 29° Libra.
This is extremely powerful shift energy since Uranus represents anything
that is connected to the electric, unpredictable energy and volatility. It is
energy that is not stable. And in an opposition it indicates that
something needs to be brought into harmony in your life. We may have
some back and forth swinging going on that we need to just take control
of and understand.
Take time out. It's good we're in a 16/7 universal month actually - even
though 16 also represents a similar breakthrough, unexpected energy -
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but the 7 allows us to trust our intuition and take a time-out, and we
really need to do that because this is very strong revolutionary energy.
This is the lightning bolt, not only in the numerology with the 7 but
Uranus represents the lightening bolt! Things will never be the same
again after this month and after January, 2020... It's really that big.
And so this will be one of the big moments in the year where we'll
understand... wow, things have shifted for me and in human history in
general.
So I want you to just know this in advance because it's not a good thing
to be feeling like you're not in control. If you're on the ocean and there is
a storm and the boat is tipping back and forth, you want to still feel like
you are feeling at peace in that situation, in the eye of the hurricane,
because then you can make good decisions from a place of calmness.
Libra represents keeping your equilibrium at all times.
So it is an important time. This is April 19th that this is happening in
2019. And 19 represents the Prince of Heaven number in numerology.
That is the number of the Sun.
The ancients describe the Prince of Heaven as the Sun. So there is a lot
of light, a tremendous amount of enlightenment that is there for those
who are open to that kind of awakening.
And so 19 is also 1 and 9 - beginnings and endings.
Again, a shift! When you have beginnings and endings, you're moving
from one period into another, from one experience into whole different
level.
It's like the life and death, beginnings and endings number and 19
reduces to 10 and 1 which is manifestation and new beginnings and love
and light.
By the way, this Libra Full Moon happens at 12:12 PM universal time
and we're in a 12 universal year!
So there's really a tremendous amount of numerology that is coinciding
with the second Libra full moon, which is incredibly dynamic.
There's just so much going on. You can see from these incredible
numerology codes and astrology transits and lunations that we've come
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to a pivot point in the year 2019 and it is reflected everywhere.
You're going to really feel this moment in your life.
So adjust with as much compassion and ease and taking time out to
rest and reflect as you you can.
Remember, April is a 16 universal month, which reduces to 7, which
really lends itself not only to shifts and surprises, but rest and relaxation
and reflection.
So we want to take that message with us throughout the month of April.
Wonderful! Now let's move to each of the astro-numerology codes for
every day in April.
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April 1 – 8
Monday, 4.1.2019 = 17/8
- New abundance attraction and leadership goals are activated today.
- Action translates quickly into prosperous outcomes.
- A fresh energy surge sweeps away old paradigms and heightens your
confidence.
- Be BOLD today – you are naturally activating opportunities to flow towards you.
- Original ideas are easily manifested.
Moon sextile Uranus and square Mars
•
•
•
•
•
•

You experience intensified emotional excitability.
Your ambition is fired up.
Guard against impulsiveness and overexcitement.
You are very conscious of your goals.
Feel free to navigate the road less traveled.
Act on your instinct!

Tuesday, 4.2.2019 = 18/9
- April 2 celebrates love, hugs, compassion, rest and rejuvenation.
- Loving relationships require your attention.
- Listen – and breathe. Act only if prompted by your intuition.
- You are receiving tremendous wisdom today.
- Harmony and peace infuse your day – be sure to seek out beauty and engage
in activities that rejuvenate you from the inside out.
Mercury conjunct Neptune
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your imagination is enriched today.
You feel truly inspired.
Premonition of coming events is favored.
You comprehend things on both the spiritual and mental planes.
Engage in Soul-inspired activities.
Allow your mind to wander, daydream, explore other realms.
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Wednesday, 4.3.2019 = 19/10/1
- When number 3 and 1 combine your creativity is on a high!
- Fresh ideas imbue your imagination.
- You feel happy and ready to move forward.
- This is very optimistic, proactive energy.
- Lots of opportunities can appear for you today.
- Begin a new creative endeavor, or bask in a project that inspires you
to the core.
Mars sextile Chiron
•
•
•
•

This is a powerful birth of the sacred warrior in your consciousness!
You feel naturally courageous – like you can accomplish anything!
You can apply energy in an unceasing way.
Embrace your Inner Sacred Warrior – it awakens now!

Thursday, 4.4.2019 = 20/2
- The double 4:4 activation merged with 2 is geared towards
accomplishment and harmony.
- Family and relationships are important today and require your
attention.
- Your home may require organization or a clearing of clutter.
- Security and peace are re-established today.
- You are laying a foundation – connect with the Earth if you can!
Moon conjuncts Chiron
•
•
•
•

You are experiencing deep, profound healing today.
Embrace today’s immersion into Love and compassion.
Take care of yourself and share your heart.
You are more sensitive, as are others, so be tender and kind.
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Friday, 4.5.2019 = 21/3
- It’s Full Moon Day! And in the numerology code the energy is very active and
moveable – quite different from yesterday!
- You want to explore, take a risk, and make quick decisions.
- Creativity is very strong today, so engage actively with your imagination.
- This Friday is very social and romantic – beautiful for a date night with your
lover or a gathering with friends.
- The energy is flowing today, so be very open and flexible with your plans.
- Bask in what lights you up with happiness and pleasure!
New Moon in Aries at 15°
(April 5 at 9:50 am UT, 4:50 am EST, 1:50 am PST )
•
•
•

Aries is the First Sign, New Moons signal a fresh start – so this New Moon
will feel especially like a new era has begun.
A great energy for initiating anything new and a desire to be more
independent.
And that sense of forward momentum is reinforced since Mercury just
changed direction a week ago and in its natural forward flowing motion by
now.
This is the fifth and FINAL of FIVE consecutive New Moons at 15° number of magic and alchemy, uplifting others through joy and abundance
attractions.
So take advantage of the ultimate New Moon launch of this highly
fortunate number – a birthing of alchemy in your life.

Sun and Moon Square Saturn in Capricorn
•
•

•

•

A big call to ACT on projects!
Saturn rules Capricorn and is in its own sign for three years –
including the powerful quadruple conjunction in January, 2020,
so this time represents a very important step towards
implementing a new chapter in your career.
There may be some challenges along the way… overcoming
them will make you stronger and disciplined as you shift your
energy into a higher vibration and reap happy results down the
road.
Your responsibilities may expand, so make sure you keep the
balance fulfilling duties while being patient and determined to
proceed with your goals at work.
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Saturday, 4.6.2019 = 22/4
- Love and Family are on the forefront.
- You have responsibilities and the discipline to succeed with great compassion.
- Harmony and order inspire you to simplify.
- Focus on personal growth and practical manifestation.
- Dedicated work attracts prosperity.
- Let Love lead you - your mind will know exactly what to do.
Moon enters Taurus and is conjunct Uranus
•
•
•
•
•

You feel emotionally grounded which prepares you to experience
breakthroughs.
Acting totally on instinct is really favored today.
At a Soul-level you feel deeply connected to Source.
There is a strong appreciation and understanding of the beautiful.
Enjoyment and Excitement are yours!

Sunday, 4.7.2019 = 23/5
- An active mental day – both intellectually and for receiving
inspiration.
- It is important to move quickly and take time to rest.
- You have acute perception.
- Introspection and new information inspire you to take a risk.
- Change and surprise allow you to open up your mind to new
possibilities.
- Overcoming your fears results in such clarity and focus!
Mercury in Pisces sextile Saturn in Capricorn
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intellectual work requires good transits to certain planets, and Mercury
sextile Saturn activates two of the powerful players.
Mercury (your mind, your message) merges harmonically with Saturn
(concentration, work, discipline) to generate fabulous breakthroughs.
You sense your intelligence moving to a higher level today.
Even though it’s a Sunday, business dealings and transactions are
favored.
Perseverance is strong - you are thorough and diligent.
You may think more philosophically – this transit brings a serenity of the
mind.
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April 8 - 15
Monday, 4.8.2019 = 24/6
- Dedication to leadership is required today.
- Be confident in your ability to generate financial flow – abundance is
greatly enhanced today.
- Love generously – feel the compassionate connection with others
and your project in a dynamic way.
- Your big vision gets a powerful, emotional boost today.
- Today imbues your Soul with the confidence to step up and fulfill
your contracts.
- You FEEL strong!
Moon enters Gemini and sextiles Chiron
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Moon in Gemini unfolds vivid powers of expression – speaking, writing,
artistic.
Your feelings and sentiments are easily communicated and shared.
You may experience changes of mood.
Be mentally and physically flexible and mobile.
Interests expand to include new topics – including an emphasis on love
and healing.
Guard against wishing and hoping and engage your heart in a practical
way.
You are understanding on a deeper level how emotions can help or hinder
your progress, especially spiritually.
You connect more deeply to others and even help heal by elevating
energy between you into Love.
Compassion and understanding are greatly enhanced.

Tuesday, 4.9.2019 = 25/7
- Something in your life, however small, is coming to a close today.
- Release, forgive and you’ll have stunning insights and peace.
- Your strong intuition gives you access to higher wisdom and
knowledge.
- Take time to rest and contemplate, so you can deeply commune with
your heart.
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- Be of service – serve with compassion.
- Lead from Love and you embody the spiritual master.
Moon conjunct Mars in Gemini
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mars in Gemini frees you up physically to stretch boundaries and be
mobile.
You are emotionally charged to act today.
Versatility is favored.
Guard against feeling overly restless or aggressive in how you
communicate.
To overcome any tendency to scatter energy, immerse yourself in a
creative project.
Your inner fire feels nurtured, and you can share feelings in a more tender
way.

Wednesday, 4.10.2019 = 17/8
- Today there is renewed focus on money matters – abundance attraction is
highly favored.
- Manifest your original, inspired ideas – and you will reap powerful results.
- 17 is the vibration if immortality, leaving behind a lasting legacy.
- 10 represents Love & Light – Instant Manifestation.
- This combination is incredibly enriching!
- The seeds you sow today will leave a long-term impact.
- Like a fresh breeze, you feel invigorated!
Venus conjunct Neptune at 17°
•
•
•

•
•
•

The creativity you feel today is out of this world!
Compassion and romance bless your life – romancing your imagination is
also covered.
Sometimes motivation can be lacking with this combination (since it
activates the higher planes of love and art), however the numerology code
instills fire and courage.
Definitely carve out time to engage in a creative hobby and relaxing… so
you communicate with Spirit.
You’ll be drawn to beauty and harmony… avoid harsh, loud or aggressive
environments and people.
Nurture, care, create.
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Sun square Saturn
•
•
•
•

When the Sun (our Light and Well-Being) squares Saturn (responsibilities,
boundaries) our energy can feel more restricted.
You’ll want to dissipate any tendency to procrastinate or worry by working
as diligently as you can on projects.
Your self-confidence is directly measured by your willingness to work.
Don’t wait for others to praise you now, get active and know the seeds you
sow now. will return to you exponentially.

Jupiter Retrograde at 24° in Sagittarius
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Jupiter retrogrades around once a year, however this retrograde (now
through August 11) in its own sign is significant… it will bring a new
perspective on life.
Jupiter governs expansion, higher learning, and faraway travel, so you
may delve more deeply, grow in unexpected ways or slow down in order
to take in the full picture during the next months.
It’s a good time to plan for a big vision or trip or consider what to study in
the future.
Enjoy the opportunity now to reflect on personal values, beliefs you’ve
been holding onto and understand why some are going through a shift.
You are also more open to experience unusual things, especially if you
take time for contemplation.
Understanding your higher purpose is greatly favored in these next
months.
Jupiter retrograde in Sagittarius will magnify justice and being of noble
character.

Thursday, 4.11.2019 = 18/9
- The 11 Portal opens into love, forgiveness, wisdom and compassion.
- Take time to rest so you can release and renew.
- Inspiration is on a high – allow your heart to breathe!
- Step through the 11 portal into the highest vibration of love and wisdom.
- Intimacy and kindness forge deep mystical connections.
- A beautiful romantic day!
- Communication with your followers brings many opportunities for abundance.
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Moon enters Cancer
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Moon rules Cancer, and coming home to its own sign once a month is
a wonderful opportunity to love.
You feel more affectionate.
Family natters are very important - the spirit of family fills you with joy.
Nurture and allow yourself to be nurtured in return.
You have greater emotional strength.
Staying at home and being domestic is natural today.

Friday, 4.12.2019 = 19/10/1
- The code today carries momentum and movement.
- You are poised to begin and get inspired by what truly makes you
happy.
- Original ideas merged with imagination can be communicated with
great - clarity today.
- Learning from people and subject matters that are filled with Light
remind you of your delightful, cosmic origins.
- Your optimism attracts new opportunities and blessings.
- Activate new goals – they lead to greater expression of your Soul.
Mercury square Jupiter at 24°
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This is a powerful transit which can indicate a move into a new profession,
or a change in what you perceive is your purpose in life.
Your thoughts are more optimistic – hold any over-optimism in check so
you don’t over-estimate your contribution or abilities.
Ideas and plans are being refined.
Listening to your intuition about the direction to take next requires looking
at the big picture first.
Your ability to think through concepts and engage in the big vision is
greatly enhanced.
Business transactions are favored – be meticulous, focus on the small
details, since it may be a bit more difficult to focus.
24° indicates abundance and growth are favored (as is love) when you
follow the guidelines outlined above.
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Venus sextile Saturn at 20°
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You feel more serious – but this is a highly productive period!
Often you receive the harvest of past efforts around this time.
You reap what you have seeded in more challenging periods of your life.
Any authority figures in your life will take pleasure in your
accomplishments.
You yearn for more companionship.
You want to feel valued for who you are at Soul level.
You or your partner may feel the urge for deeper commitment to the
relationship.
Any new relationships will not be short-lived but result in long-term
commitment.
Saturn is the wise teacher, so the age difference in a mentor/student or
romantic relationship may be greater than usual.
Business investments are favored now, as is paying off debt and starting a
savings plan.

Saturday, 4.13.2019 = 20/2
- Intimate connections are forged by going into unusual subject
matters.
- Expect swift, unexpected changes – they are acting to move energy
for greater harmony and peace in your life.
- A focus on home, business and or family calls for diplomacy.
- Be sure everything is in its place and organized.
- You are laying strong foundations today.
- Listen to your unusual “Genius” ideas – they are planting seeds that
translate into abundance!
Sun square Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are experiencing an empowering rebirth.
Give yourself over to God… Surrender and set yourself free.
The 13 Day numerology code echoes a deep shift that enables you to
evolve to a higher plane.
Relax into your new way of being.
Your inner power is being reinvigorated.
Channel the intensity of this moment into your goal – you will reap great
rewards if you ignite your drive to succeed.
Be sure to breathe, rest, let go of bygones and meditate in order to stay
present with any changes in your life.
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Sunday, 4.14.2019 = 21/3
- Express yourself with total freedom.
- Give voice to happiness – share what feels good.
- Connection with others can be on may levels – words, music, writing,
poetry, dance – as long as your heart freely expresses itself without
any boundaries.
- Keywords today are Truth and Liberation, Joy and Adventure,
Connection and Pleasure.
- Take a risk! Let your imagination flow!
- Welcome shifts and change and be sure to make decisions quickly.
Sun trine Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You just feel good today – like nothing can stop you from being happy.
High spirits, warmth and a friendly atmosphere bless your Sunday.
Enthusiasm and confidence attract fortunate outcomes.
Be sure to ride any opportunity that comes your way – this is such a
positive wave of energy.
Spiritual growth is favored as much as personal and financial growth.
Financial gains increase your net worth, while personal growth expand
your self worth.
Your outlook on life is optimistic, broad-minded and supremely gracious.
Gratitude and joy infuse your day.

Venus sextile Pluto
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong feelings of love are intensified.
You feel exceptionally attractive and magnetic.
Companionship is even more important to you as you long to share your
life with a special someone.
If you are in a relationship, love knows no bounds and is deeper than ever.
Relationships evolve profoundly and can reach spiritual heights as well
Sexual bonding is intensified.
You want your friendships and intimate relationships to be profoundly real
and heart-centered.
Beauty and creativity are recognized for their deep power to heal.
Pluto will want to reveal secrets or you may want to keep a relationship
more private.
You want to know the truth, no matter what – sharing feelings with another
on this level is very important to you now.

•
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Monday, 4.15.2019 = 22/4
- Spiritual alchemy, joy and magic merge with peace and order today.
- An attention on self care and nurturing others allow you to come full
circle and feel a sense of completion.
- Family or business responsibilities when taken seriously open new
doors to opportunities.
- Your compassion creates overall harmony.
- Love, family, security, home, honesty and joy are your keywords.
- Abundance expands exponentially with discipline and total
commitment to your goals.
Venus square Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•
•

This transit helps you feel more social and generous.
Happiness and optimism are heightened.
If you feel bogged down attending to bigger responsibilities, refocus on the
positive impact you have.
This is a great transit for friendships and taking part in fun, pleasurable
events and festivities.
Guard against extravagant behavior, arrogance and negligence.
Focus on harmony, beautifying your life – and keep spending to a
minimum.

\
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April 16 – 22

Tuesday, 4.16.2019 = 23/5
- April is a 16 Universal Month in 2019, so the powerful 16:16 code activates
today.
- Major intuitive insights are yours.
- With the 16:16 and 23/5 – the unexpected energy creates a day of shifts and
surprising developments.
- 16 reduces to 7, number of meditation, intuition and rest, so be sure to take
extra time for contemplation and rejuvenation.
- At the same time, your mind is very activated and the energy can move very
swiftly today – so be prepared to make quick decisions.
- Multi-tasking is favored, as long as you don’t get distracted and disconnected
from Source.
- Your requirement for peace and quiet is heightened today.
Moon opposite Neptune
•
•

•
•

When the Moon is in Virgo the head rules the heart and you approach life
from a practical perspective.
This opposition to Neptune in its own sign of Pisces carries a call to bring
harmony between your natural inclination to be hands-on practical, and
your intuitive heart-centered space of divine knowing (without research).
So you want to trust and be methodical at the same time.
Simplicity is key as is tidiness to hold your space harmoniously.

Wednesday, 4.17.2019 = 24/6
- You can celebrate immortal love today.
- Wonderful abundance opportunities are magnified.
- Confidence and Trust generate expansion in your financial flow.
- Love freely and without limitations.
- Action facilitates tremendous opportunities for success and prosperity.
- Allow your vision to nurture you at Soul level to inspire greatness.
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Mercury moves into Aries
•
•
•

•
•

After a long two-month journey through Pisces (elongated due to a
powerful retrograde) Mercury moves into the first sign of the zodiac.
When Mercury stationed direct in Pisces, it happened on 16°.
The fact that Mercury enters Aries on April 16, in a 16 Universal Month
after changing directions at 16° means that your spiritual life has gotten
and is still getting a major boost.
You are shifting radically – and may not even recall the person you were
just a few months ago in terms of your depth of Soul-level connection…
Take this time to meditate on your personal growth, healing and your life
as a Spiritual Being of Light.

Thursday, 4.18.2019 = 25/7
- A code of release and inspiration make this a perfect day to rest and take time
for contemplation.
- You receive intuitive downloads informed especially by love and compassion.
- Be gentle with yourself and others today.
- Patience and passion allow your Soul to connect with the divine.
- When you listen in silence, your heart will connect all the dots and show the
way towards wisdom and peace.
Moon square Saturn
•
•
•
•
•

Take your feelings seriously.
You have a greater sense of duty today.
This aspect is wonderful for working in seclusion.
Emotional commitment to a task, project or relationship is strengthened.
Take extra time to rest – you may feel energetically more depleted.
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Friday, 4.19.2019 = 26/8
- The Prince of Heaven Number joins the vibration of power, courage and
leadership.
- You feel tremendous strength and vigor.
- You have a wonderful opportunity for visionary leadership today – take it.
- Abundance flows, so manifest with your financial targets in the forefront of your
mind.
- Your mind is focused on manifestation.
- Shine your light fully – you are unstoppable!
Full Moon #2 in Libra (April 12:12 pm on UT, 7:12 am EST, 4:12 am PST)
•
•

•
•

On April 19, 2019 at 12:12 pm in a 12 Universal Year!
A double 19:19 code activation of the Prince of Heaven Number
(symbolizing the Light of the Sun), merged with a triple 12:12:12
activation which enlightens through wisdom and joy – and lets go of the
shackles of victimization.
12:12:12 also adds up to 36/9, the 3-6-9 code of Love, Expression and
Creation.
A very powerful, delightful and enlightening full moon numerology code!

•

This is the second full moon in Libra in a row, which is quite rare (the first
happened on March 20 at 00°, the first day of Spring in the Northern
hemisphere).

•

Libra harmonizes, rebalances, relates, mirrors and shares. Libra is ruled
by Venus, planet of love, values, pleasure and abundance.

•

This Full Moon on the FINAL degree of Libra – 29° - is incredibly
stimulating.
29 is a “critical” degree, very intense, opening the 11 portal urging total
awareness, intuitive engagement and presence.

•

•

Happening on a 26/8 Universal Date carries the code of power, money,
strength, courage and leadership.

•

We are moving from Aries into Taurus tomorrow – Mars into Venus – so
this Libra Full Moon symbolizes a bridging of the sacred masculine and
divine feminine within you.
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Sun conjunct Uranus – opposite Moon
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Uranus at two degrees Taurus is right next to the Sun at 29 degrees Aries
and directly opposite the Moon.
This is an extremely powerful ""shift energy since Uranus represents
anything that is connected to the electric, unpredictable energy and
volatility.
It is energy that is not stable and in an opposition it indicates that
something needs to be brought into harmony in your life.
Uranus in opposition to the Moon makes the unexpected energy even
more dramatic.
Be sure to take time for grounding and meditation to keep your emotions
calm.
Uranus represents the lightning bolt of change whose only goal is to set
you free, so you may discover a part of your life that may shift in
extraordinary ways.
Guard against being reactive, aggressive or acting in haste.

Moon quincunx (150°) Venus
•
•
•
•
•

You are called to create from the heart.
The Moon nurtures and activates what brings you pleasure.
A quincunx degree carries some tension that is relieved by taking creative
risks!
150° is the connection of Genius!
Innovate more around this Full Moon, take ideas and stretch your
imagination.

Sun trine Jupiter, Moon sextile Jupiter
•
•
•
•
•

The happiest, feel-good transit in astrology gets re-activated by this full
moon!
Jupiter in its home sign of Sagittarius inspires and uplifts any heavier
energy.
Trust in the goodness of the universe.
Be open to miracles.
Jupiter is bringing opportunities!
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Saturday, 4.20.2019 = 18/9
- Listen, release and connect intimately one-on-one today.
- This is a wonderful quiet weekend day of intimacy and serenity.
- Balance and peace is attained through total surrender.
- Letting go reveals the answers to your questions.
- You are more sensitive than usual and open to exquisite tenderness.
- Unconditional love, partnership, forgiveness and beauty are your guiding lights.
Sun enters Taurus
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your Soul feels enriched and set free…
Uranus is merged with the Sun in a couple of days, so this entry of the
Sun into Taurus is inspiring you to take the road less traveled.
You can handle anything – endurance and perseverance are yours.
You strive for secure circumstances in your life.
Money matters come to the forefront and may undergo a shift (due to
Uranus’ impact).
Calmness and freedom come together in a dynamic way over the next 30
days.

Sunday, 4.21.2019 = 19/10/1 (Easter)
- Creative new ideas illuminate Truth and Joy.
- You feel optimistic and ready for a fresh start.
- Begin a creative project – or bask in an imaginative endeavor.
- Your imagination gives you the keys to happiness.
- The Prince of Heaven Number delights and inspires you to feel your way
through every moment, decision, question by seeking only to activate what
makes you happy.
Moon trine Venus
•
•
•
•

The theme of happiness is reinvigorated by this beautiful trine.
Feelings of happiness, a desire for affection, sharing time with others is
activated.
You want to immerse yourself in the arts to soothe your Soul with beauty.
Love touches everything you do.
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Monday, 4.22.2019 = 20/2
- Look at the 2s in the code for today! This is a wonderful day of intimacy,
connection, communication and one-on-one relationships.
- Master number 22 represents the Architect of Peace merging today with the
pure, simple 20 comprised of balance, harmony and peace…
- Take time for serenity – and focus intently on one project.
- Getting organized and clearing away the unnecessary brings tremendous
peace of mind.
Sun conjunct Uranus at 2° Taurus
•
•
•
•
•

In contrast to today’s numerology code, Uranus conjunct the Sun adds
excitement and unexpected events to your day.
However, in Taurus the energy remains relatively grounded, so an overall
sense of calmness prevails.
You will have an urge to break from any limiting situations or relationships.
New unconventional directions seem a lot more feasible now.
Open your heart and welcome new thrilling opportunities!
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April 23 - 30

Tuesday, 4.23.2019 = 21/3
- Feel free to be happy – no questions asked!
- Fly high today and enjoy the fluid movement of the faster pace.
- 23 – the Royal Star of the Lion – instills so much courage.
- 21 – the Truth shall set you Free – instills a passion for integrity
borne of joy.
- Together this spectacular code showers your day with gifts and
blessings from the heart.
- Speak simply, lovingly and take a risk with how freely you share
today!
Venus conjunct Chiron at 3° Aries
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your values are entering a spiritualization process.
You are very receptive to a higher Divine standard.
Your relationships are undergoing a shift towards embracing spiritual
values as well.
Orgasmic fusion with the cosmos is reflected in how you interact with your
life and the universe.
Your response to life is passionate and beautiful.
A sacred space is opening in a way you will value for a long time…
3° instills a dose of bliss, joy and celebration.

Wednesday, 4.24.2019 = 22/4
- The magic of love allows you to bring peaceful resolutions.
- You are blending work, discipline with compassion and caring.
- Abundance is greatly enhanced when you diligently apply yourself to
fulfilling your goals.
- Inner and outer harmony lays a foundation for accomplishment
today.
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Pluto Retrograde at 23° Capricorn
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Pluto reveals hidden truths and transforms your life as a result, so when
Pluto stations retrograde (changes direction) more attention is placed on
unveiling secrets that have been lying dormant.
You are being set free by discovering the real story in a situation.
Pluto in retrograde makes us more reflective.
Pluto is asking us to look inward more over the next few months.
The name Pluto is taken from the Roman god of the underworld, so
looking underneath what is visible for the truth brings to light what needs
to be visible at this time in your life.
Pluto wants you to focus on your personal shadow side and
acknowledge those areas that need upgrading (we all have them!).
Confronting those darker sides helps you stay healthy and in balance –
otherwise eventually you’ll start projecting these unconscious, unresolved
issues onto others.
Purging is important now – embrace what you find brought to the Light
and you’ll delight in the lightness you’ll experience as a result of your
rebirth and transformation!

Thursday, 4.25.2019 = 23/5
- Mental acuity is greatly enhanced today – you have great perception.
- You are balancing movement and meditation, freedom and rest.
- Contemplate today and then make a move and take a risk.
- You can experience a spiritual awakening.
- Unexpected shifts and divine downloads facilitate wonderful breakthroughs.
Moon conjunct Saturn
•
•
•
•
•
•

You take your feelings seriously and feel responsible for your total wellbeing.
You have more self-control.
A sense of duty comes naturally today.
This is a good day to work alone or take alone time.
Emotional commitment is heightened.
Your feelings are understood at a level that brings wonderful clarity.
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Friday, 4.26.2019 = 24/6
- Friday is a powerful day of love and courage.
- You lead from the heart and have the courage to uphold your vision.
- Love with abandon and generosity.
- Act and Nurture, Feel and Manifest.
- Romancing your life gives you the confidence to manifest with passion.
Moon sextile Chiron
•
•
•
•
•

You understand how emotions can help or hinder spiritual awakening.
Healing is greatly enhanced as increased tenderness allows you to feel
the energy of others.
Feel the vibration of people around you deeply today – it will allow you to
move energy in a positive, healing way.
Compassion and great balance about the needs of others is enhanced.
You simply respond to others with the compassion of your heart…

Saturday, 4.27.2019 = 25/7
- Let go of mental hangups – release insecurities that keep you from connecting
to the Universe.
- Love deeply.
- Be of service by listening to your Soul speak.
- Take time to be alone or in serenity.
- Unconditional love, caring, wisdom, inspiration and healing imbue your day.
Mars square Neptune
•
•
•
•
•
•

Intellectual energy is very strong today.
Your physical nature is being spiritualized.
A desire to release tension is strong today.
Guard against over-reacting which can come from internal confusion.
Get rest today – both the numerology and astrology code require that you
don’t exert too much energy and replenish your resources.
Creative projects allow you to channel the powerful inspiration that can
accompany this transit.
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Sunday, 4.28.2019 = 26/8
- It’s a great day to set new prosperity and leadership goals.
Take time on this Sunday to write out your targets for the next week
and the coming month.
- You can sense the opportunities coming your way that allow you to
lead from your big vision.
- Focus on creating greater financial flow.
- Bold action attracts blessings.
Moon sextile Mercury
•
•
•
•

You have an active mind and intuition.
Your communication is heartfelt.
Feel your way into every conversation today.
Express yourself – you have the clarity to share deep emotions.

Monday, 4.29.2019 = 27/9
- Walk through the 29/11 portal into pure love, kindness, compassion.
- Intimate connections forge a heart-centered awakening.
- Great wisdom accompanies today’s code.
- Double new beginnings allow you to experience a spiritual
transformation.
- Be open to a rebirth.
- Expansive financial flow accompanies your willingness to go where
you’ve never gone before – reach for the stars, the unknown immense
potential – and discover how miracles are yours every day of your life.
Saturn retrograde in Capricorn at 20°
•
•
•
•
•

Your patience is increased as is your willingness to put in the work it
takes to accomplish your goals.
You welcome restrictions in order to hone in on details and leave
distractions at bay.
Your concentration is magnified which allows for immense progress.
Any sense of separation is healed by attending diligently to a project.
Your career is really being acknowledged in a way that respects your
divine mission at Soul level
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Monday, 4.30.2019 = 19/101
- What a beautifully creative and fun way to end the month of April!
- The Prince of Heaven Number merges with the vibration of joy and
celebration.
- Express yourself in the most imaginative way – feel free and open to
communicate your feelings.
- You are inspired to own your originality – your true unique essence.
- Honor yourself and others at Soul-level – do everything for your and
others highest good (they are always one and the same).
- Step into your Light and feel the birth of something extraordinary
today.
Moon conjuncts Neptune in Pisces
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You are super sensitive, receptive and open emotionally.
Your intuition is greatly enhanced.
You pick up on other people’s feelings more than usual.
Feelings are very delicate.
You have great introspection.
Your dream life is intense.
Mystical experiences and delving into mystical subjects is favored.
This is a deeply spiritual, loving day…

Love and Blessings,
Tania
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A highly sought after spiritual intuitive and personal
growth leader, Tania Gabrielle inspires legions of
praise from her clients and followers.
Tania introduced the merging of two ancient
divination arts – Astrology and Numerology – to the
Western World, unlocking the codes in the stars,
names and numbers to facilitate wealth and wellbeing with a primary focus on teaching spiritual
principles that manifest practical, real-life results.
Her star code forecast videos and articles inspire
tens of thousands of viewers per month.
Tania Gabrielle was featured and quoted in The
New York Times, Los Angeles Times, USA Today ,
Entertainment Weekly, ESPN Magazine, Essence
Magazine, ESPN.com, Yahoo.com and US
Magazine. As the founder and creator
of Numerology Academy™ – the first online
certification course integrating Astrology
and Numerology – Tania has taught and certified
hundreds of students in 37 countries.
Tania's new book The Ultimate Guide To Numerology unlocks the secret messages of
birthdays, names, addresses, personal forecasts, the meaning of 11:11 and other codes to
facilitate Soul-inspired growth, fulfillment and financial flow.
Also a gifted classical composer, Tania has had her music performed worldwide in the most
prestigious concert halls by Grammy-award-winning artists.

http://taniagabrielle.com
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Blueprints
Your Jupiter Wealth Code™
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/your-jupiter-wealth-code/

Personal Numerology Blueprint
http://taniagabrielle.com/personal-blueprint/

Your Wealthy Name Code
http://taniagabrielle.com/fortunate-name/

Your Next 12 Months Forecast
http://taniagabrielle.com/blueprint/

Readings
Intuitive Counseling Call
http://taniagabrielle.com/counseling-call

Royal Code Reading™
http://taniagabrielle.com/royal-code-reading

Trainings
NUMEROLOGY ACADEMY™
http://taniagabrielle.com/numerology-academy-enroll/

SECRET POWER OF YOUR NAME™
http://taniagabrielle.com/lp/secret-power-of-your-name/

ABUNDANCE ACCELERATOR™
https://taniagabrielle.com/lp/abundance-accelerator
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